Let G be a self-complementary graph (w.) and ir its degree sbquence. Th ;n G has a 2-factor if and only if R -2 is graphic. This is achieved by ohtaming a structure theorem regarding S.C. graphs without a Z-factor. Another irrreresting corollary of the structure theorem is that if G is a s c. graph of order p 3 N with minimum degree at least p/4, then G has a ?-factor and the result is the best poss~blc.
.T;26 S. Bhaskam Rao
VC;e label the vertices such that in each cycle consecutive odd verttces are joined by an edge. Define a directed graph D(o) whose ertex set is the set of all cycles of 0 and the cycles ui and uj (i # j j are joined by an arc (u-,, u, j. if there is an edge in G from some even vertex of o, to some odd vertex of cr, if i, j# i,,; if i = it,, then (a,, CT, j is an arc of D(a) if the unique vertex of Us is joined to some odd vertex of aj; if j = iO, then (u,, ai) is an arc of D(a) if some even vertex of a; is joined to the vertex of a,. It is shown in [l] that D(a) is a complete directed graph. Further, if (o,, crj) with i, j# i,-, is an arc of D(a) then eoery even vertex of Us is joined to some odd vertex of aj ; and every odd vertex of aj is joined to some even vertex of a, ; if i = iOr then ai is joined to every odd vertex of Oj and to no even vertex of O, ; if j = iO, then ai is joined to every even vertex of ai and to no odd vertex of cr,.
We make use of the following lemma repeatedly in our discussion.
Lemma 0.1. (Clapharil [ 11; compare Rao [ 10) The condensation D* of a directed graph D has for its vertices the strong components of D, and two vertices (Y, p of D * are joined by an arc QL + /3 if for some a E V(a) and b E V(p) % (a, b) is an arc of D.
As always, K := K,, denotes the complete graph of order n, K' = Ki denotes the empty graph; i.e. th;2 graph with no edges. Similarl!!, K = K,,," denotes the complete bipartkte graph with two independent sets having )pt and n vertices, respectively. Kc = K:,,,, denotes the empty graph on n + m vertices.
If X and Y are sets of vertices of G, G[X, Y] denotes the subgraph of G, generated by X, Y, i.e. the graph with X U Y as its vertices, which includes exactly those edges of G, having one end vertex in X and the other in Y. We write G [X] for G[X, X). Proof,, First suppose n, > 1, for every i, 1 g i s k. Then G[A,, Bj ] is B regulw graph of regularity r'2,, I. 6 i 6 k. Hence G [A,, RI ] has r-factor, for every r, 1 d r s n,, (see Harary [4, p. 85) ) in particular, siace rs, 3.1, it has a Z-factor, 1 s i s k. Therefore, G has a Z-factor. Thus we may sake that some cycle of a is of length 4. Since D(ui is a strongly connected complete digraph, by Camion's theorem [4, p* 2071, it has a hamiltonian circuit, c.ul,. . ., ak) (say), where nl= 1. Now let pl be a hamiltonian chain of G given by Lemma 0.1 in which the vertices &.I, aI,, appear consecutively anld whose end verticts are &,, uL,) kz with j even, where as always the suffixes are to be taken module the length of the cycle of u in which they appear. Since (r&* u,) is an arc of D(U), there exists an odd i such that er = la &.,, u1 ,) E E(G). Then e2 == (a nl = 1. Now k.l-2q a ,.,+JE E(G). Note that i = 1 or 3 and is a 2-factor of G. This comp!etes the proof. Proof. First we prove the sufficiency. Since Hz is a S.C. graph of order GN2, we have lLl=jRi=2N,. Now if N?= 1, then by (2). G has a vertex of degree I and therefore G does not ha-ze a 2-factor. Thus we may take that Nz > 1. If now G has a 2-factor, then by (1) and (2), note that, because of 1 L I= 1 R 1, a 2-factor of G cannot contain any edge connecting H, with Hz, it follows that HI also has a 2-factor, contradicting (3). To prove the necessity, let G be a S.C. graph of order p = 4N (> 4) without a 2-factor, and o, a complemen ring permutation of G. By Lemma 1 .l , D(a) is not strongly connected. Since D((T) is a complete digraph, the condensation of D(U) is a nontrivial transitive tournament (Harary et al. [S, p. 2981 Similarly, obtain a chain p2 in G by combining the cycles of a in uy_r,,A, V(C,) in i which two consecutive odd vertices of a cycle of u in V(C,,+,) appear consecutively ;;
and whose end +Jertices are the consecutive even vertices Q,..,, a,,.,.,,. Now a : hamiltonian cycle p in G may be obtained by defining + 3 3 p=fi1+el+e2+p2,
and this is a contr;ldiction.
(b) (a",,, a&Z E(G), whenever urn, a;, E W?, v# w and i, j even.
Suppose el =: (a.. a,.@ E(G), where v, w, i,] are as above. Then e2 = (a v,,+lr~v.i+:)E E(G). Let pr,. . ., pr be a hamiltonian circuit (the case t = 2 is also included) in CJ1 with pl = rr, and pI = CT~, 2 s I s r. Let Jo I be a hamiltonian chain in pl in which two consecutive odd vertices of pl say av.*, a,,+z (cu odd) appear consecutively and whose end vertices are a,,.,, au,i+2. Obtain a chain F~, by combining the cycles p2, . . .,pl, in which two consecutive odd vertices of p2. b2.@, b2.p+:. (say) appear consecutively and whose end vertices are a,,,, a w.,+z. Let p t be a hamiltonian chain in HI whose end vertices are consecutive even vertices of some cycle or,, (say) of a in V( ck-,). arcqe, a u,(9c2 (say). We now consider two cases.
Case is a hamiltonian cycle in G. Thus we may take Case (ii) r 3 I + 1. Since (p,, pl) is an arc of D (CT) and CT is odd, (a,,, b,.,) E E(G)
for some even t. Now let p4 be a chain obtained by combining the cycles p(+l, l . ., p of CT in which two consecutive odd vertices of p l4 l appear consecutively and whose end vertices are the consecutive even vertices b,,,, b,., +? of ph Thtn cc4 and p * of case (i) may be combined by defining Now p is a hamiltonian cycle of G, a contradiction.
(c) (a,.,, a&Z E(G), where crtt E W2 and i, j even. This is clearly true if n, = 1. So we may take that n, > 1. Now it is enough to show that (a,,,, a,, ) $Z E(G), whenever j is even, 4 6 j s 4n,,?!$irst let j # 2n,-+ 2. Then G [ B, ] has a Z-factor pl, (say). Let pi be the cycle (Q, Q,~.~, . . ., u rb.Jn,-,). Let (P Iq.. ., p,) be a hamiltonian circuit in C, with pl = CF,,. Obtain a hamiltonian chain ~2 in Hi whlose end vertices are consecutive even vertices of a cycfe cr, E V(C, J. Nowifr= 1, then p2, pl, @o can be combined to yield a Z-factor of G. Thus we may take that r 3% 1. Since (p,, q) is an arc of Do (uHlr b,,,)E E(G) for some even f. Now let JUX be a chain obtained by combining the cycles pa.. . ., p in which two consecutive odd vertices of p? appear consecutively and whose end vertices are b,,,, b ,.,+ 2. I'h:n ~3, p2. p1 and p. can be combined suitably to get a 2-factor of G.
Thus we may take j = 2n, + 2. Then is a ?I-factor of G[A, U B,). This F and the chains pz,p7 described above may be combined to yield a 2-factor of G itself, a contradiction. Now we are ready to prove the necessity of conditions (I) through ( (2) are satisfied. If m"l? > 1 and HI has a Z-factor. then since C, is a strong component. it follows, by Lemma I. 1, that the S.C. graph M, has a 2-factor. This in turn implies that G also has a Z-factor, contradicting the hypothesis. This completes the proof of the theorem.
The fJowing remark and Lemma will be used in Section 2. Proof. Lot pi, . . ., p, with p, = c,, be a hamiltonian circuit in C, (r = 1 is possible).
Note that c -Us, is a complemrnting permutation of the S.C. graph G -a0 which is of even order. By Lemma 0.1, there exists a hamiltonian chain ~1~ (say) in G -co whose end vertices are consecutive even vertices of pr. I if r 3 2, or consecutive even vertices of a cycle of CT in V( C, J if r = 1. Since aci is joined to all even vertices of p, 1 if r > 2, and also to all even vertices tif every cycle of CT in V(C-,), the vertex cr,, can be isrcorporated at the ends of the hamiltonian chain cl1 to get a hamiltonian cycle in CL This completes the proof. 2, then as in case (i) we get a 2-factor of G. Thus we may take that 2 < t Q G -Ubwz pe is a s.c, graph with CT -u:sz~4 as a complementing permutation. As in the proof of (a) of Theorem 1.2 it can be !ihowrr that G. has a 2-factor F, (say). Now pz, , . ., p, can be combined to get a cycle F$ (note p# = c,J. Then F1 + F'2 is a 2-factor of G, a contradiction.
'
Case (iii)lrm.Now C,,~.,,C,,,+~ +l,. . .) Cc may be combined to get a FI in G (note crfj E E, j-Aiso C,,,, CL,, . . ., C may be combine 8s in the proof of (tr) of Theorcm 1.2, to get a 2-factor Fz of the corresponding aph. But then F, + & is a 2-factor of G, a contradiction.
In case assertions (b) or (c) of Theorem 1.2 are not valid, we get, by ltemark 1.3, a 2-factor F',, of G -no in which two consecutive odd vertices of a cycle of 0 in the bottom most strong component of D(0 -cr,,) (which is Cs) appear consecutively, Then a,, may be incorporated in between these odd vertices of fi, to get a 2-factor of 6, contradicting the hypothesis that G does not have a 2-factor. Thus the assertions of (a), (b) and (c) in Theorem 1.2 are valid in the case p = 4N + 1 also. Now as in the proof of Theorem 1.2, it can be show3 that HI, Hz satisfy the condit:ons (0) through (3) of Theorem 1 2. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2.
Characterization of S.C. graphs with t-factors
In this section we prove the fallowing: Theorem 3.1. Let G be a S.C. graph of order p, and z -jd,, . . ., dP) be its degree segutnca. 7%~ G has ct 2-factor if and only if tr -2 = (d, -2,. . ., dP -2) is graphic.
We use the fo!!awina three theorems where 8=2Nz+4N,+1+8.
NOW it is not difficult to check that for u E S, u E 0 and w E T, we have degree u > degree v > degree w where the degree is to be taken in the graph G. Further, G satisfies conditions (1) through (4) of Theorem 3.3. Pfence, by Theorem 3.4, 6@Nz, TV) = 0. Now by Theorem 3.2, w has a realization G * (sayj such that G * has a 't-factor. Since 8(2N,, W) = 0, it follows by Theorem 3.3, that G * satisfies the conditions (1) through (4) Thus H, is a S.C. graph with degree sequence Wi such that or, -2 is graphic, i = 1,2. Hence by induction hypothesis, Hi has a 2-factor F, (say), i = 1,2. But then F, + F;, is a 2-.factor of G, a contradiction. This completes the proof of the theorem. The problem of characterizing S.C. graphs with k-factors seems to be much deeper. In this connection we take the risk of conjecturing the following:
Conjecture. Let G be Q S.C. graph of order p, 'IZ its degree sequence. Then G has Q k-factor if cmd only if T -G is graphic.
In a forthcoming paper Rao 1121 we characterize, by using the techniques developed in the present paper, hamiltonian S.C. graphs. For a charasterization of the degree sequences of self-complementary graphs, see Clapham and Kleitman [2] .
